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President’s Corner 

Welcome once again to the President’s 
Corner – which seems to have been a very 
busy place since my last report. You will find 
some of the important developments 
covered elsewhere in the magazine: the key 
activities I want to talk about are the trialling 
of a mechanism to promote the INCOSE UK 
‘collective voice’, the establishment of the 
post of Academic Director and provision of 
support on key changes within INCOSE 
Central. 

For a while now I have been looking at what kinds of benefits INCOSE 
UK should provide to its members, both individual and corporate. One 
of the areas that has attracted considerable attention by the Council is 
the establishment of a mechanism to provide a ‘collective voice’. The 
idea behind this is that INCOSE UK, as the professional body for 
systems engineers within the UK, should be capable of representing 
the views of its membership at a national level. An early foray into this 
domain was made in 2009 with the well-received Systems Engineering 
Annual State of the Nation (SEASON) report, which provided an 
authoritative data set relating to systems engineering in the UK. The 
Council has been thinking about how to develop and expand this kind 
of activity.  

An excellent opportunity arose to test our ideas with the consultation 
exercise undertaken by MOD on its Equipment, Support, and 
Technology for UK Defence and Security (ESTUDS) Green Paper 
(which can be downloaded from the following link: 
www.science.mod.uk/controls/getpdf.pdf?482). To provide an INCOSE 
UK response on behalf of the systems engineering community, the 
Council established a small writing team and a larger review panel, 
drawing on the UKAB members, which worked to very tight timescales. 
This approach worked really well and we are now considering the 
establishment of a standing mechanism – a sort of virtual committee – 
for similar activities. One of the biggest difficulties we have had is 
selecting a good name for the ‘collective voice’ mechanism: all ideas 
will be gratefully received! By the way, if you want to see what we 
said to MOD, the INCOSE UK response to the Green Paper can be 
found on the website at the following link  
www.incoseonline.org.uk/Documents/Groups/UKChapter/INCOSE_Def
ence_GreenPaper_comments_Mar2011.pdf  (Note: this is a members 
only document so you must be logged in to access it). 

The Academic and Education Director, Prof Mike Henshaw from 
Loughborough University, was formally appointed by the Council in the 
spring. His terms of reference, which can be viewed on the UK 
Chapter’s website, include the establishment of an Academic Forum, 
the establishment of a Student Community and promotion of a 
coherent UK research agenda for systems engineering. Much has 
already been achieved – for example we have already supported an 
EPSRC consultation on systems engineering research and the first 

meeting of the Academic Forum took place on 26th May 2011.  

On the research point, it has always seemed significant to me that the 
theoretical underpinnings of systems engineering do not appear to be 
as well established as they are in some of the other engineering 
disciplines – and systems engineering is, in consequence, an overly 
practice-based discipline. On the positive side, there have been 
genuine advances in recent years in the science of complex systems – 
and growing awareness of the importance of such systems, for 
example in the context of climate change, where there is a real 
possibility of unforeseen and possibly dangerous emergent behaviours 
from the ‘Earth system’. On the negative side, there is still a tendency 
for systems engineers to disagree about even the basic concepts of 
their discipline – for example on the definitions of almost everything 
(like what is a system, what is systems engineering itself – or is that 
‘engineering systems’, what is systems architecture and how does it 
relate to systems engineering, and so on). This is exacerbated by the 

proliferation of special techniques and approaches, often promoted as 
the latest and greatest solution to all problems – not quite snake oil 
but not far off it – which tend to sow discord and confusion within the 
discipline, not to mention outside of it. With luck and perseverance, I 
am confident that INCOSE UK will provide an important contribution to 
the development of a national research programme capable of 
providing firm foundations for the important business of systems 
engineering. 

Finally, you may remember that I mentioned in my last report that we 
had initiated a dialogue with INCOSE central about how best to deliver 
benefits to UK members. That initial discussion spurred INCOSE 
Central to set up a study to investigate organisational and process 
issues to ensure appropriate Chapter level representation in Central 
decision making. We have provided a paper as input to this study 
representing the UK Council’s views and there will be an opportunity to 
discuss this with INCOSE Region III colleagues (who represent 
national Chapters from Europe, South Africa and Israel) and more 
widely at the upcoming International Symposium in Denver. When the 
study has reported I will let you know the outcome and will keep you 
posted on developments until then. 

 

 

Dr Mike Wilkinson 
President INCOSE UK 

email:  president@incoseonline.org.uk 

 

 

 

Membership Renewal 

The first of June is the time when the majority of INCOSE UK 
members need to renew their membership. We hope you found your 
membership of the UK Chapter worthwhile and that you will continue 
to support us in the coming year.    

The new pricing structure and methods of payment, effective from 1st 
January 2011, are: 

 

It is important that you inform us of any changes to your membership 
details to ensure that your details are correct before your membership 
expires and you begin the renewal process.    

This way you will continue to receive your privileges as a member.   
Similarly, if you wish to change your order for hard copies of the SE 
Journal and/or Insight please let us know. 

You can of course change or correct your own details simply by 
logging on to the INCOSE ONLINE site and then clicking on: 

"My Home --> Update My Details" 

To amend or change your order for copies of the SE Journal and/or 
Insight by visiting the renewals section at:  www.Incoseonline.org.uk. 

Remember that INCOSE UK fees are accepted by Her Majesty’s 
Revenue and Customs (HMR&C) for tax relief! 

If you have any queries about this process please contact the INCOSE 
UK Secretariat at:  enquires@incoseonline.org  

http://www.science.mod.uk/controls/getpdf.pdf?482
http://www.incoseonline.org.uk/Documents/Groups/UKChapter/INCOSE_Defence_GreenPaper_comments_Mar2011.pdf
http://www.incoseonline.org.uk/Documents/Groups/UKChapter/INCOSE_Defence_GreenPaper_comments_Mar2011.pdf
mailto:president@incoseonline.org.uk
http://www.incoseonline.org.uk/
mailto:enquires@incoseonline.org
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An introduction to competency for systems engineering 

 

Jon Holt and Simon A Perry 
Atego Systems 

jon.holt@atego.com 
simon.perry@atego.com 

 

Introduction 

Model-based systems engineering (MBSE) is seen as a major goal in 
the world of systems engineering. In order to achieve MBSE, we need 
three things: people, process and products. We need people with the 
right skills to do their jobs properly, we need processes in place in 
order to realize and demonstrate our capabilities and we need the 
right products, or tools, to allow us to do our jobs properly. Most of 
the emphasis in the body of knowledge of systems engineering 
focuses on the process and the tool side of things – this short article is 
about people. In particular, it is about demonstrating how professional 
we are as people and inspiring confidence in those around us. See 
[HOLTPERRY] for more details. 

Confidence is a commodity that is non-too-easy to quantify, yet one 
that drives a lot of what we do in real-life systems engineering. 
Whenever we buy a product or service we need to have confidence 
that it will do its job properly. Whenever we deal with a person on an 
individual level, it is important that we have confidence in them – 
likewise it is also important that others have confidence in us. In order 
to inspire confidence, it is essential that we can demonstrate our own 
professionalism which comes down to our individual competence. This 
competence may take many forms, for example, technical knowledge, 
qualifications, presentation skills, peer recognition, social skills and so 
on. But this begs the question:  how do we decide what competencies 
are relevant and how to demonstrate our own, or assess others, 
competencies? 

There is, undoubtedly, an overhead in implementing a robust, 
repeatable and rigorous approach to competency assessment, so why 
bother? Why is demonstrating professionalism and inspiring confidence 
so important if it adds to an organisation’s overheads? The simple 
answer is another question: What is the cost of failure if you don’t 
demonstrate professionalism and inspire confidence? 

It is very easy for projects to go wrong. When projects do go wrong 
and result in disasters or failures then they will inevitably become big 
news. When projects go well, on the other hand, they are ignored. 
The reality of this unfortunate state of affairs is that clients’ confidence 
is damaged and the whole issue of professionalism is brought into 
question, which can have a serious impact on an organisation’s 
reputation that can take years to restore.  

The terms used in this article are taken from the Cambridge English 
dictionary and are: 

 Competence -  the ability to do something well; 

 Competency – an important skill that is needed to do a job. 

The key difference here is that ‘competence’ reflects the total ability of 
the individual, whereas a ‘competency’ is a single skill; (hopefully) one 
of many that the individual will hold. The sum of an individual’s 
competencies will make up their competence and it is these individual 
competencies that are assessed to provide an overall indication of 
competence. 

 

 

Competency assessment 

In order to demonstrate competence, there must be some way to 
qualify and measure it, and this is where competency assessment 
comes in. Competency assessment may take many forms, from filling 
in a simple form to in-depth psychological analysis and any, or all, of 
these techniques may be valid where appropriate.  

There are several reasons why someone may want to carry out a 
competency assessment, which include: to inspire customer 
confidence and provide a competitive edge, as part of an individual’s 
career development, at a professional or personal level, as part of a 
recruitment process, as part of an organization’s appraisal process, to 
identify training requirements from the point of view of a person or 
business unit, or to identity training requirements from a trainer’s 
point of view. 

These are not the only reasons why competency assessment is so 
important, but it should provide an indication of some of the main 
reasons why we need to understand and be able to demonstrate 
competence. 

When considering the whole idea of competency assessment, it is 
essential that you consider why you want to do it in the first place, 
and what you want to achieve. In the world of systems engineering, 
we are familiar with this as establishing the requirements for a system 
or project. 

 

People’s perceptions of their own competence 

Every person has their own opinion of how competent they are in a 
particular area, regardless of how competent they actually are. In their 
fascinating paper on people’s own views of themselves, Kruger and 
Dunning [KRUGER] ran a series of four trials where they asked a 
sample of people to judge how competent they saw themselves being. 
The results of this work were quite surprising as it demonstrated that 
incompetent people tend to see themselves as more competent than 
they actually are, whereas more competent people tend to see 
themselves as less competent than they actually are. The authors 
summed this up quite nicely by stating ‘people who are unskilled in 
these domains suffer a dual burden: not only do these people reach 
erroneous conclusions and make unfortunate choices, but their 
incompetence robs them of the metacognitive ability to realize it.’ 

This is very important as it means that the incompetent will rate 
themselves higher, whereas competent people will rate themselves 
lower. One of the dangers here is that two people may each rate 
themselves and come to the same conclusion – that they hold a 
certain level of competence. The truth may be, however, that they are 
both at opposite ends of the competence spectrum, but that people 
may think that they are the same. 

This can have a direct impact on an organisation, since it means that 
less competent people can be undertaking work for which they are not 
competent, possibly leading to work that is not fit for purpose and 
which costs the organisation both time and money to put right and, 
perhaps more importantly, adversely affects their reputation. 
Conversely, the more competent person may be given work that is 
below their level of competency. This also constrains the performance 

mailto:jon.holt@atego.com
mailto:simon.perry@atego.com
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of an organisation since they are not making the best use of that 
person. 

This is a crucial reason why there is such a need for a pragmatic 
approach to competency assessment that can minimize the chance of 
these errors occurring. The assessments should be as objective as 
possible and, of course, the competency of the assessors themselves 
should be brought in to question. 

One of the conclusions made Kruger and Dunning is that incompetent 
people have no idea how incompetent they are, a conclusion that has 
been backed up by many previous studies referenced in the paper. 
The use of competency assessment, with a good, simple visual output 
may go some way to convincing incompetent people that they do not 
hold the lofty levels of competence that they believe they do. 

 

Competence vs. capability 

There is often some confusion between the terms ‘capability’ and 
‘competence’ as they are, inherently, very closely related to each 
other. The definitions will be as follows: 

 Capability describes the ability of an organization or 

organizational unit; 

 Competence describes the ability of an individual to do 

something . 

When we talk about capability in the sense defined here, we are 
talking about the ability to deliver a product or service. This ability is 
demonstrated through the use of effective processes. Indeed, when it 
comes to assessing capability, the established approach is to assess 
the process which provides an indication of the capability and its 
maturity. Examples of such capability determination include: the 
Capability Maturity Model Integrated CMMI (and its family) and 
Software Process Improvement and Capability dEtermination (SPICE). 

It is possible to draw up a simple equation to represent this 
relationship: 

Confidence = capability + competence. 

In order to inspire confidence, we need to demonstrate both the 
capability (ability of the business) and the competence (ability of the 
individuals). This demonstration is crucial to inspiring confidence. It is 
no good simply having ways to define and measure capability and 
competence if they are never applied; confidence comes from the 
active demonstration of both capability and competence. 

When we need to demonstrate capability, we need best-practice 
models to compare our processes to, usually in the form of standards. 
When we need to demonstrate competence, we also need best-
practice models which are usually in the form of competency 
frameworks. 

A competency framework describes a set of competencies (the ‘things’ 
that are measured to demonstrate competence) that are applicable to 
a particular field. Every industry has some sort of competency 
framework, as do many organizations. These frameworks should be 
viewed as standards and, just like any other standard, they may exist 
at many levels, including: generic frameworks (that may apply 
internationally and apply to a particular discipline), industry-specific, 
organisation-specific, regulatory or legally-required, technique or 
technology-based framework.  

Each framework will have its own strengths and weaknesses, which is 
only natural and is certainly not intended to be a criticism of any 
particular framework. As a consequence of this, it is often required to 
mix-and-match between different frameworks in order to get the most 
appropriate parts of each and combine them into a single framework. 

However, this is far easier said than done and the issue of trying to 
use more than one framework is a very challenging and complex one.  

The same problem occurs when one wants to create a new framework 
for a different industry. The last thing that the world needs is yet more 
frameworks so, again, the idea of cherry-picking different parts from 
different frameworks is a very attractive one. 

 

Evolution of competence over time  

One of the most common misconceptions concerning competence is 
that the goal is to hold the highest competence possible and that an 
individual’s competence should constantly increase as their career 
progresses. This is a complete fallacy. The goal is to hold the 
appropriate competence for whatever role is being played. As an 
individual’s career progresses, their role will, quite naturally, evolve. 
For example, someone may start their career as a technician and then 
move into a more senior technical role, then progress (or regress) to 
management, before ending up at board level in an organization. The 
point here is that the competence for that person is not increasing all 
the time, but the role that they play is changing and, hence, the set of 
competencies that define their competence will change over time. It is 
important that the person holds the right competence for each role at 
each point in their career.  

 

Conclusions 

There is a need for inspiring confidence in the people that we deal 
with, whether they are clients or fellow workers. In order to inspire 
confidence we need to demonstrate our professionalism at an 
organisational and personal level. At an organisation level, we need to 
demonstrate capability and at a personal level, we need to 
demonstrate competence. 

In order to demonstrate competence, there is a need for competency 
assessment that can be applied in a flexible and scaleable manner. We 
demonstrate competency according to established and recognized 
norms, usually in the form of single, or a set of, competency 
frameworks. When using multiple frameworks it is desirable to mix-
and-match between them to ensure that the resultant framework is a 
good fit for our original requirements. Finally, competence will evolve 
over time and the goal is the best fit, rather than the highest possible 
level; for all competencies. 
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From the corner …                       by our regular contributor 

 

Japan has had an absolutely awful time of 
it, what with the 9.0 magnitude 
earthquake, 37.9 metre high tsunami and 
the Level 7 nuclear disaster at Fukushima. 
I don’t think anyone who has seen it, will 
forget the video of the black wave moving 
inland that mowed down buildings as if 
they were made of matchsticks. Once the 
immediate rescue needs are met, Japan 

along with the rest of the world will be examining how to better 
mitigate such disasters. They will be looking at things like more 
reliable prediction methods, quicker and more widespread warning 
systems and improving resilience against damage and destruction, all 
requiring good systems engineering expertise.  

But this has got me thinking about what other disasters we could also 
apply these principles to. Let’s stick to natural disasters for this article. 

There’s volcanic activity that not only gushes out lava in the local 
neighbourhood, but also spews up dust into the air. We’ve recently 
seen the effect of 2010 Eyjafjallajokull eruption in Iceland, when 
air travel was stopped over a large part of Europe because of the 
abrasive effect the dust had on the jet engines. Volcanic dust also 
has a cooling effect on the Earth’s atmosphere as it spreads 
round the globe. This cooling was mild compared to that due to 
the explosion of Mount Tambora, Indonesia. The estimated ejecta 
volume is a staggering 160 cubic kilometres, peaking in April 
1815. 1816 became known as the ‘Year without a Summer’. 
Agricultural crops failed and livestock died in much of the Northern 
hemisphere, resulting in the worst famine in the 19th century. This is 
not the worst such incident in the world’s history, but it is the one we 
have the most evidence for.  

So what are we doing about this? Well there are various scientific 
studies into volcanism, e.g. United States Volcano Hazards Program 
(USVHP), and monitoring and warning mechanisms near volcanoes. 
But as we saw with Eyjafjallajokull, there was little that could be done 
in the way of mitigation. Yes, there are foodstuffs in storage that 
would help see the world through any failure of crops as was seen in 
1816. But what if the amount of dust thrown into the atmosphere is 
much higher, as happened in 536AD? What measures do we have in 
place to grow crops when the atmosphere is darkened from dust? 
Err… um… 

What about an asteroid crashing into Earth? It’s happened in the past 
and one such asteroid is believed to have caused the extinction of the 
dinosaurs. But can it happen in the future?  

Let’s look at the recent history of Apophis, a near-
Earth asteroid discovered June 19th 2004. Once the 
asteroid’s discovery was confirmed, NASA’s 
automatic Sentry system, and Pisa and Valladolid 
Universities’ NEODyS program confirmed a close 

approach on Friday, April 13th 2029. It will then be visible to the naked 
eye from rural and darker suburban areas. Additional observations 
were made of Apophis to decrease the uncertainty in its orbital path. 
After increasing the probability of Earth impact to 2.7%, before 
eventually eliminating the possibility. But the circa 270-meter diameter 
asteroid will pass within the orbits of the geosynchronous 
communications satellites. 

However, there is a possibility that Apophis will pass through a small 
region in space near Earth no more than half a mile wide to put it on a 
collision course with our planet for 13th April 2036 (Easter Sunday). 
The more accurate measurements have reduced the probability of this 
encounter to 1 in 250,000. However, there have been recent Russian 
studies suggesting the probability is more like 1 in 400. Who are we to 
believe and why? All I know is that there will be further measurements 

of Apophis’s position made in 2011 and 2013 to get even better 
trajectory predictions.  

There is a further problem with Apophis. It will be back… in 2068. 

But even it is predicted it’s going to strike Earth, what can we do 
about it? And what can we do about any hitherto undiscovered Near 
Earth Object that is on its way to us? Remember, Apophis was only 
discovered in 2004. Yes, well… 

What about a killer pandemic? Where the virus is a new mutation that 
is very contagious and kills?  

We had a minor warning shot of what could happen 
recently with swine flu. This was kept in check by 
keeping people informed, quarantining and 
medications to help relieve some of the symptoms. It 
was nowhere near as devastating as the Black Death 
in the Medieval Ages. This killed 30% - 60% of 
Europe’s population and reduced the world population by about 75 

million to 100 million (out of an estimated 450 million). It took 150 
years for Europe’s population to recover.  

In these and other pandemics, the spread of the disease could not 
be stopped. The back-up plans we currently have and can 
implement would be overwhelmed and broken. So what would 
happen to our societal infrastructure – the hospitals, schools, 
transport systems, rubbish disposal, power distribution, law and 

order, etc? Do we have contingency plans to keep society going in the 
face of such a virulent contagion? Who, for instance, would keep our 
nuclear reactors in a safe condition? Cripes! 

These three scenarios have a lot in common. We are aware they could 
happen and have put in place monitoring and warning systems. 
Disparate groups run these systems funded from different courses, 
which means the quality of results are variable. The response to these 
disasters requires global coordination to a greater or lesser extent, 
which admittedly could be more coherent. Also, we do not have an 
off-the-shelf response to any of these disasters to hand. In fact, we do 
not have a practicable answer at all. Yes we have partial answers, but 
we don’t have full solutions. 

Each of these scenarios will need systems engineers to help stop the 
disaster. Rather than having to deal with the situation as and when it 
arises, wouldn’t it be helpful to know what practicable solutions could 
exist before hand? Then the engineers could just get on, choose the 
right remedies and put them in place. 

And wouldn’t it be even better if this could be done on an international 
basis, the kind of thing INCOSE should do, maybe at the behest of the 
United Nations? 

 

Happy cogitations! 

 

 

O. B. Server 
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News from the UK Advisory Board (UKAB) 

Chris Lamb became Chair of the UKAB in January of this year, having previously served as Secretary. Chris is the Engineering 
Director of Sula Systems Ltd, and has experience across prime contractors, system developers, consultancy and public sector 
organisations, in defence, aerospace and utility sectors. 

Chris states, “I'd like to welcome the organisations who have recently joined the UK Advisory Board; Parkway Engineering Services 
Ltd and Fraser Nash Consultancy Ltd. Together with the existing member organisations, new UKAB members can assist the Chapter 
in driving the profession forwards. Recent themes in which UKAB has been particular active are providing impetus and direction on 
Professionalisation, and orchestrating a campaign for the Chapter to wield more influence on Systems Engineering policies at a 
national level. It is notable also that UKAB member organisations provide a large number of the active participants in the various 
Working Groups within the Chapter. 

I would be glad to hear from other organisations that are interested in joining the Advisory Board. Please contact me at: chris.lamb@incose.org “ 

 

Regards, 
Chris 

UKAB Chair 

UKAB Members 
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INCOSE Events Calendar  

Please note that the one day events for 2011 will be announced shortly.  For updates, more information and registration visit the INCOSE UK website at 
www.incoseonline.org.uk     

Date/Time Organisation & Location Description 

20th to 23rd 
June 2011. 
 
All Day 

INCOSE International 
 
Denver, Colorado USA  

21st Annual International Symposium 

The International symposium of INCOSE is in its 21st year leading the way into the future with the 
largest Systems Engineering event in 2011. 

Continue your professional development by being on the cutting edge of Systems Engineering 
technology. There are 35 paper sessions with 96 papers (including invited papers from SoS experts & 
IEEE colleagues), 6 panels debating various unresolved issues, 16 practical tutorials and 4 leading 
keynote speakers and so much more. 

For full details visit the https://www.incose.org/symp2011/ 

Questions about IS2011: symposium@incose.org. 

Questions about registration: Symposium_registration@incose.org. 

 

7th July 2011. 
 
Full Day 

UK Chapter 
 
Scarman House, Warwick 
Conference Centre  

INCOSE UK Tutorial Day - Scarman House 

The Tutorial Day will constitute a choice of one of the following: 

 Quick Systems Engineering lead by Dr Stuart Burge and Dr John Weaver 

 Model-Based SE using MathWorks Tools lead by Chris Hayhurst 

 Understanding Requirements by Colin Hood 

 Enterprise Architecture Overview lead by Robbie Forder & James Fielder 

13th July 
2011. 

 

18:30 

Bristol Local Group 
 
Room 1N05, Frenchay 
Campus, UWE, Bristol  

The Final Step - Getting Systems Into Service (in association with the APM) 
Why does the final part of getting a system into service often follow a more protracted path than 
expected? This event will look at this important part of the lifecycle from both a systems and a project 
management perspective to examine some of the pitfalls and issues that can occur, and some of the 
approaches that are used to mitigate against them.  
 

21st 
September 
2011. 

 
19:00 - 21:00 

South Coast Local Group 
 
Xyratex Technology Limited 
Langstone Road Havant, 
PO9 1SA  

Capability Management – by Andrew Daw 
Whereas 'Capability' came to prominence within the MOD, it is now recognised as key to most if not all 
industries and hence of interest to all systems engineers. Andrew is Head of TLCM Services for 
Harmonic; previously a Senior Consultant Systems Engineer with BAE Systems Insyte. He supports the 
MoD Acquisition initiatives, particularly TLCM, through project support and the joint Ministry - Industry 
Working Groups. He is immediate Past President of the UK Chapter of INCOSE and a member of the 
Capability Working Group. Meet at 19:00 for refreshments and networking. Formal meeting starts 
19:30.  

9th to 10th 
November 
2011. 
 
Full Days 

UK Chapter 
 
Scarman Training and 
Conference Centre, Warwick 
Conferences, University of 
Warwick  

Annual Systems Engineering Conference 2011 (ASEC2011) 
Information on the event will be released in the coming months and a Call Presenters will be issued in 
the Spring of 2011.  
 

 

 

http://www.incoseonline.org.uk/
https://www.incose.org/symp2011/
mailto:symposium@incose.org
mailto:Symposium_registration@incose.org
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Local Groups & Working Groups    

Midlands Group 

The Midlands local group has been hibernating for some time now, but 
awoke on 24th May for an excellent presentation from Nigel Murphy 
on the implications of the Haddon-Cave report for the rail industry. 
This meeting, held at the Systems Engineering Innovation Centre at 
Loughborough University, could be considered to be a re-launch of the 
Midlands group.  Cheese and wine followed the presentation and led 
into a short meeting at which it was determined that there was 
sufficient interest to restart the INCOSE UK Midlands Group. 

Nigel Murphy (Technical Director of Atkins Systems Consultancy) 
related the findings from a review conducted for the Dept. for 
Transport, which examined transferable lessons from experience in the 
defence sector, including the recent Nimrod inquiry, of the 
management of safety and integrity for the delivery of major complex 
programmes in the rail sector. Increasingly aged legacy systems, 
together with current economic circumstances pose significant 
challenges for systems engineers in the rail sector. Nigel provided a 
stimulating and thought provoking insight into how we might learn 
from failure and the sacrifice of others.  This encouraged a discussion 
that concerned both the technical aspects of systems safety and the 
effect of Government policy on the behaviours of organisations with 
responsibility for safety. 

The meeting was attended by 26 members, and prospective, members 
of INCOSE UK who agreed collectively that it would be good to start 
meeting on a more regular basis.  Michael Henshaw undertook a 
survey of members to determine how frequently they should meet, 
what form the meetings might take, and how members could benefit 
from local group activity. 

If you live in the Midlands and would like to learn more of the plans 
for the local group, then please contact Michael Henshaw 
(m.j.d.henshaw@lboro.ac.uk) or choose Midlands Local Group from 
'my interests' section of the INCOSE website (members area).  We are 
seeking both members and volunteers to help organise the group. 

 

Michael Henshaw 
Group Co-ordinator Pro Tempore 

(m.j.d.henshaw@lboro.ac.uk 

 

In-Service Systems Working Group 

Regular readers will know that INCOSE UK has been taking a lead in 
the large but important job of extending SE guidance to cater better 
for those many systems engineers who work on systems that have 
already entered service. At a workshop at the INCOSE UK 2007 
Autumn Assembly, members reached the consensus that, while the 
principles underpinning SE remain the same across the lifecycle: 

 some of the issues concerned with sustaining existing systems are 
more problematic than when realising new systems; and 

 the existing SE Body of Knowledge and the competences of SE 
practitioners tend to be stronger on the issues that are more 
important when realising new systems than on the issues that are 
more important when changing existing systems. 

A UK working group was set up to advise on how to improve the 
situation and then to produce a supplement to the SE Handbook with 
guidance on adapting SE practices to the in-service stage of the life 
cycle. The final report of the UK group was published in 2010 and is 
available at: 

http://www.incoseonline.org.uk/Documents/Groups/InServiceSystems/
is_tr_005_report_v1p0.pdf. 

 
In response to a recommendation from the UK group, an international 
working group was also set up, led by Marcel van de Ven of the Dutch 
chapter and me, The international group was chartered to: 

 consider the work of the UK group and extend and adjust it as 
necessary in order to provide improved advice on the difficulties 
encountered in practice in applying authoritative guidance on SE to 
systems which are in service and best current practice in adapting 
SE guidance to overcome these difficulties; and 

 consider the current channels by which INCOSE promulgates advice 
on good SE practice, including the SE Handbook and the SE Book of 
Knowledge (*) and make recommendations on how additional 
guidance on performing SE on in-service systems should be 
integrated into these channels. 

The working group has representatives from the US, Canada, UK and 
the Netherlands and has just submitted its report, which INCOSE 
members can read on the INCOSE Connect site at: 

https://connect.incose.org/tb/seewg/isswg/SAWG%20Shared%20Doc
uments/iis-tr-001%20report%201_0.pdf. 
 
I won't lie to you, the report is not a Harry Potter novel. It's a fairly 
dry report on a fairly dry topic but I do commend it to you 
nonetheless. The topic is of huge importance to SE and the issue of 
the report is significant, not only because of the additional content 
added by the international group but also as validation from an 
international perspective of the work done within the UK. The report 
starts with a 2-page Executive Summary which should give you 
enough to decide whether to read on. 

The report has been submitted to INCOSE leadership. My experience 
with an earlier working paper is that INCOSE leadership is that this is 
not something that working groups tend to do very often and it may 
take INCOSE leadership a little while to digest it. However, the group 
has had strong encouragement in its work from the current UK 
Technical Director and both the current and incoming INCOSE 
Presidents so we await the response with interest and optimism. 
 
What has become very clear to us all during the course of the work is 
that making a proper job of extending SE guidance to cover the in-
service phase better is something that will require fundamental change 
to the INCOSE handbook and can only be done with a broad 
consensus that not only extends across INCOSE globally but beyond. 
We know that building this consensus is a long-term undertaking and 
we are pacing ourselves accordingly. 

The international working group will be reconvening in September to 
review responses to its report and to decide what to do next. If you 
might be interested in supporting its work, have any comments on our 
work to date or just have any questions, do please feel free to contact 
me. 

 
Bruce Elliott 

Chair 

bruce.elliott@arbutus-tc.co.uk 

 
(*) The SE Book of Knowledge or SEBoK is the emerging output of a 
project led by the Stevens Institute of Technology, with active support 
from INCOSE, to prepare a definitive first reference on SE. For further 
information, see www.bkcase.org. 

 

 

mailto:m.j.d.henshaw@lboro.ac.uk
mailto:m.j.d.henshaw@lboro.ac.uk
http://www.incoseonline.org.uk/Documents/Groups/InServiceSystems/is_tr_005_report_v1p0.pdf
http://www.incoseonline.org.uk/Documents/Groups/InServiceSystems/is_tr_005_report_v1p0.pdf
https://connect.incose.org/tb/seewg/isswg/SAWG%20Shared%20Documents/iis-tr-001%20report%201_0.pdf
https://connect.incose.org/tb/seewg/isswg/SAWG%20Shared%20Documents/iis-tr-001%20report%201_0.pdf
mailto:bruce.elliott@arbutus-tc.co.uk
http://www.bkcase.org/
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Doing Systems Engineering well 
Annual Systems Engineering Conference (ASEC) 2011 

9th-10th November 2011 

Scarman Training and Conference Centre, University of Warwick 

2011 

The Annual Systems Engineering Conference is INCOSE UK’s principal event. In 2011 we present a two day event consisting of plenary presentations, 
tutorials and workshops that bring together first-class presenters and practitioners from a wide range of domains. ASEC 2011 will address key 
contemporary themes for a wide audience, and provide an excellent forum for networking and sharing experience. 

 

Our theme is “Doing Systems Engineering well” which has been deliberately chosen to focus on the current and future practice of Systems 
Engineering.  

Topics:  

 What does ‘well’ mean in this context? 

 What criteria can we use to measure it? 

 How can we do Systems Engineering better? 

 Where does Systems Engineering go wrong? 

 How can these deficiencies be overcome? 

As usual at INCOSE UK events, there will be plenty of scope for examples of innovative Systems Engineering. 

Who will benefit from attending or contributing to ASEC 2011? 

 Those involved in the resolution of complex systems problems and who want to find out how Systems Engineering can be of use to 
them; 

 Organisations wishing to showcase their Systems Engineering expertise or looking for innovative solutions to Systems Engineering 
problems; 

 Practitioners needing to keep up to date with the latest developments in Systems Engineering or wanting to participate actively in the 
evolution of the discipline; 

 ASEPs or CSEPs: by attending ASEC 2011, you will receive Professional Development Units. 

Further details and prices can be found overleaf 

Further information:  

 The Annual Systems Engineering Conference 2011 will be held at the Scarman Training and Conference Centre, University of Warwick, 
Coventry, UK, CV4 7AL on 9th and 10th November 2011.  

 The 2011 Conference web site can be found at www.incoseonline.org.uk  

 

http://www.incoseonline.org.uk/
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What  are the benefits? 
 

 A UK and World-wide Forum for Systems Engineering 

 UK and International  Interest Groups, Working Groups and 
Conferences 

 A chance to influence the way Systems Engineering develops 

 The opportunity to network and learn from other Systems 
Engineers  

 Regular newsletters and Journal from INCOSE and the UK Chapter.   

 

If you have an event you would like publicised in Preview, or wish to contribute an article, please contact the Preview 
Editor, Stephen Fisher by email at preview-editor@incoseonline.org.uk 

Preview is the Quarterly Newsletter of the UK Chapter of INCOSE, the International Council on Systems Engineering.  All INCOSE UK members 
receive a copy of Preview, in addition to the regular e-mail bulletin ePreview.  INCOSE UK Members may also download the quarterly Systems 
Engineering Journal, and INSIGHT, the INCOSE Newsletter 

Not an INCOSE Member? 

Join INCOSE UK Today! 

 
How  do I join? 

Fill in the on-line application at www.incoseonline.org.uk 

What  does it cost? 

Full members pay £95 per annum (reducing to £90 if paying for a full 
year by direct debit). Students pay £35 per annum. 

Membership subscriptions are eligible for tax relief. The UK Chapter 
has been approved by the Board of Inland Revenue under Section 
201 Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988. 

 

http://www.incoseonline.org.uk/

